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Dennis E. Wagner, Ed.D.,NCC
1806 Richmond Drive
Louisville, Kentucky 40205
(502) 451-1187

July 8,

1993

Archbishop Thomas Kelly
Archdiocese of Louisville
212 East College Street
P.O. Box 1073
Louisville, Kentucky 40201-1073
Dear Archbishop Kelly,
Subject:

Fr.

Louis E.

Miller

Fr. Miller and [ have worked together over the past three
years, focusing on management of his paraphilic behavior and
adjustment to changes in his life situation.
He has made
good progress in that treatment.
[believe, however, that
it is time to change from the individual counseling format
we have been using to a group counseling format.
[do not
have a suitable group for him myself but know of a rew
options which I have offered Fr Miller to consider.
As a culmination and summation of the counseling, [ have
asked Fr. Miller to prepare a "Maintenance Manual" ror
himself, for you, and for his future therapists.
He has
agreed to submit that to you when it is completed.
Also,
as a close to the counseling relationship, [ have asked Fr.
Miller to complete a series of tests to assess change over
the course of counseling.
I will send you a report of the
results of those tests.
Fr. Miller is in a very appropriate placement now and seems
to be adjusting adequately to it.
The rollowing is a list
of some of the conditions he has agreed to continue to
follow:
.
--Continued specialized treatment of sexual deviancy until
his release is agreed upon by his therapist and you
--No contact with his victims without the express prior
•
approval of his therapist and you
--An alcohol-free lifestyle
--No residence in a setting where there are children
--No employment that places him in contact with or control
over children
--No physical contact with children
--No unsuperVised contact with children
--No involvement as a supervisor, instructor, leader, Dr
participant in any youth-oriented organizations
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--Notification of current and future supervisors of his
history of and potential for abuse, and the agreed upon
conditions for preventing future abuse
Thank you for your support"
You will be receiving a copy of
the termination report in the near future"
Very truly yours,

~A~

Dennis E" Wagner, Ed.D.,
Licensed Psychologist
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